
SMART board meeting August 1, 2021
Attending: Laura Hartwick, Katrina Parkinson, Al Polley, Vici Whisner, Richard DeLaCruz, Janet Massolo

Board approved to pay for professional level zoom for $149 for board

Trials:
FYI, Thorson raised their rates to $1600 from $700 per day.

Dec trial will cost $1500 per day (special rate for SMART). For New Years, should we do 2 day not 3 day because of this 
rate hike?
Maybe this year we stick with 3 days and then cost it out. That is a pretty popular trial.

The spring trial may not be able to afford these fees. Should that be moved to manzanita on the small field? Is Manzanita 
$500/day? Katrina can’t remember. Even if it’s a bit more than that a huge price difference.

Spring date is currently unknown as has moved around-Katrina will check and see what the date is supposed to be, try to 
figure out when AZ and SoCal regionals are so no overlap. If it is in April sometime we can have it at Manzanita Park, 
especially since there has not been much spring rain lately.

August Trial and December Trial Compensation:
The problem is that we are having difficulty finding workers at the trial. No one wants to crew chief, workers are burned out, 
trial chairs are doing a lot of work themselves.

Currently, compensation is outlined on the documents on the website, the 2016 Compensation Schedule, there is also the 
Trial Chair worksheet up there.

As of now, all key workers are getting one day of free entry to use how they want.
Trial chair, secretary get 2 entries, awards, grounds, crew chiefs, chief course builder are all 1 entry, rest is outlined on the 
pdf.

Can we raise the cash amount for full timers from $50 to $75? And if the numbers are coming up ok then perhaps raise to 
$100 per day after that? Usually there 2-3 full timers per ring, so raising it to $100 would double fees to prob about $1200

Maybe it should be more similar to raise full timer amount to full entry amount? Although this is a different type of 
compensation as these are people not running dogs and at their jobs the whole time. Full timers who are getting paid need 
to have the jobs that people can’t do when they’re running a dog. IE, scribe/timer/gate. If we have a hard time finding these 
positions, Al says we aren’t paying them enough.

But it is possible to run a trial without full timers doing this.

To comp an entry costs the club less than this, a full time entry actually costs the club about $70.

Course builders and crew chiefs are the ones who we need to compensate more!

Katrina suggests this, recycling some of the work that BayTeam did on their huge compensation document, they didn’t use 
the suggestions that were made. Derede, Holly N, and Roger were on that committee and would be happy to work on this 
committee for SMART since they have done a lot of the work already. They were in favor of paying a lot more in 
compensation in general as a way to get more workers.

Al was in favor of using what the BT committee came up with without a lengthy re-examination. Unless Derede, 
Roger and Holly feel that their BT work does not fit SMART. In that case, if they are willing to fine tune their BT 
recommendations for SMART, great. He just don’t want us to reinvent the wheel.

Vici wants to incentivize with things that make it cooler and a better situation such as gift cards, shirts, etc., she thinks that if 
you are running your dog you should want to help with incentives such as free entry, lunch etc not being paid. Also, the 
more you start paying people with money, the more the club is in danger of tax problem with IRS.

For August, MHDS has stepped up to staff St/Adv ring and Katrina has 3 full timers already, out of 6 needed.

Crew chief is the really tough one to find.

Vici proposes a $75 raise to full timers. Laura seconded this motion. This was voted on and approved.

SMART used to have an expectation that all SMART members would help. How do we make that come back?



We would re-introduce the volunteer requirement for members! They would have to claim that they would help and have 
been helping to be a member. IE, a mandatory working trial. 

What do we do to make working for SMART better than working for other clubs, that makes people want to work at 
SMART?

Rotation groups take away the volunteer opportunities. St/Adv in one ring is a pretty easy job for a crew chief because 
people come to run their dogs. Smaller classes without rotation group?

2 ring trial with fewer classes? And let people know that is why the trial is set up like that so they understand why classes 
have been removed. Possibly entries would have to be limited. 1 ring no contacts, 1 ring w contacts. 2 judges, not as 
profitable because it is a smaller trial. Esp not at Thorsons. Derede had commented that the June trial was a laid back, fun 
trial because smaller. But smaller might not be sustainable with fewer classes so lower entries coming in.

Future business: 
SMART would do a new years shirt. Laura will design this. It can bring in approx $10/shirt in income and makes the trial 
special.

To wrap up:
Vici proposes a $75 raise to full timers for August. Laura seconded this motion. This was voted on and approved.

Anything else to increase compensation for August besides free entry and lunch? 
Lunch: Caterer has a minimum, we had to pay about $100 over to get that minimum at the last trial, it might be too costly to 
have the caterer. 

How about a tunnel raffle? There are 4-5 tunnels left, how about to enter the tunnel raffle you have to work 4 classes to 
enter? Special tickets that go to workers who work more, ie bring 4 regular tickets and trade them in at score table for a 
special tunnel raffle ticket. Katrina will figure out how to do it for the trial.

This would be advertised before hand! So it would be well communicated. Something like this was done at the last trial for a 
tunnel but not everyone knew about it. A tunnel is a really good worker prize.

Vici moves to do the special tunnel raffle in August, Laura seconds this. This was voted on and approved. 

General Meeting at the August SMART trial, for sure Vici, Katrina, Janet will be there, Laura and Richard are not there, Al 
probably can’t make it, Michelle status not known. Board needs a quorum.

Meeting adjourned at 7:45pm


